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“My immediate and future goals
would be to get some work experience and at the moment, I’m not
too worried about the pay but all
I’m worried about is getting some
valuable experience in my Accounting field”

“Don’t get overwhelmed
take it a year at a time”
Isabel Pervin (Hons.
BDEM)

“Before I came to University, I
Saying Goodbye to members from NCC 2013-14 “I will mostly miss the friends I
used to be very close minded and
have made here and some of
From Left to Right: Nipun Gandotra (Hons. Ac- the challenges I’ve faced in the
did not try to change my beliefs
because I was so attached to them. counting), Will Wolfowich (BAS, Hons. Market- classrooms… It has been fun, a
ing), Christian Majollet (Master of New ColLearning logic and reasoning, and
lot of fun”
lege), Katie Di Ilio (Hons. BHRM) and Ryan
listening to professors has helped
D’Costa (Hons. ITEC)
me change some of my beliefs that
I feel were kind of meaningless and
now I am a lot more open minded
and willing to accept new ideas”
Tauseef Mamoon (BAS, Hons. Accounting)

“My program effectively prepared me
for the next step in my career because
it taught me, knowledge wise, what I
need to know so I can apply what I’ve
learned into practice in the real world.
It also helped me to be responsible
and develop communication skills
which ultimately helped to meet a lot
of people from different cultures”

“New College provided me with the best community there could ever be especially because
when I got here, I was a new immigrant and I
didn’t know anyone and New College became
my second home… literally”

Kafi Craig (BAS)

Right: Nick Gandotra (BAS, Hons. Accounting)

Editor: Gabrielle Dias

“The faculty was very warm and accepting
and it was a diverse group of students as
well. I learned how to be very multicultural”

“Get into student groups, it
sounds really nerdy, but it’s a
really great way to make lasting friendships and do well in
class. New College has to
some degree provided me
with a sense of community
within my specialization”
Harold Leung (BAS, Hons.
Accounting)
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Do you play a sport? Come play for New College
Over the last two years, New College Athletics has been the best the college has ever seen. That is in large part to our last two VPs
of Athletics and all the effort they put into this position. I know I have big shoes to fill but being on Council has been exciting so far
and it gives me a chance to help the New College community grow and prosper. I am looking forward to another great year for athletes. Intramurals has been a big part of my life since I started at York University in Fall 2013 and I want to see our college continue
to improve in that respect. I believe that an important part of a strong college community is having a close bond between its members and playing sports is a perfect way to accomplish that. Intramurals run almost every week throughout the year and it is a great
opportunity to come out and be involved in the college. I encourage everyone to come out this year and play sports. It is a great
environment to be a part of and it is always a lot of fun. I hope everyone has a safe and happy summer. For any questions, do not
hesitate to contact me atathletics@newcollegecouncil.com. Sign up on
www.imleagues.com/yorku and join our Facebook group: New
College Eagles Athletics on information about upcoming sports
throughout the year.
By: Alessandro Cesario (Vice President Athletics, New College
Council 2015-2016)

The York Federation of Students is your central undergraduate
students’ union at York University, representing over 50,000
undergraduate students.
YFS is always working towards making sure students are at the
forefront of conversations happening at York University that
affect your experience. We, the executive team members are
committed to working with students to ensure that your voices
are heard and your rights are being protected.
We work all summer to get ready for the exciting campaigns
that target student issues, big events like York Fest and Multicultural Week, services such as the cheapest printing and school
supplies on campus, and ratification of over 300 student clubs!
Visit us in Room 336 Student Centre for more information.
Through advocacy work, YFS’s executive team and YFS college
or faculty directors provide students with campaigns, exciting
events, and cost-saving services to make your experience at
York a better one.
To get in touch with us our contact details are on our website:http://www.yfs.ca/

By: Gayle McFadden (Vice President of Operations, YFS)

YU Trivia Answers
1. York University offers over 120 undergraduate programs and
offers over 170 degree options.
2. $1 billion!
3. Yeomen for men and Yeowoman for women.
4. Over 6000 cups of coffee are sold every day on the Keele
campus.
5. The Life Sciences building.
By: Vikul Malhotra (First Year, BAS Accounting)

Editor: Gabrielle Dias

MY IMPRESSIONS ON CANADA’S NEXT TOP
AD EXEC
I have always wanted to get into advertising but I never knew
how. School is amazing if you want to learn how something works
but not if you want to learn how to do that something. The process
always seemed obvious: go to school, get those grades, get out,
shake the interviewer’s hand, and get the job. And don’t forget to
smile- this part’s important. However, in today’s world this notion
couldn’t be farther from
the truth because your
peers become your competition. With a sea of
graduates entering the
business world every
year, suddenly the process doesn’t seem so
obvious.
Nevertheless,
the key is stand out from
the swarm of competition. Events like Canada’s
Next Top Ad Exec are important because they celebrate the people
who rose to the challenge and did something different. If you have
the chance to participate in Canada’s Next Top Ad Exec, do it! The
case they give you is one of the most practical real world examples
you will get in your academic career. It allows you to use all the
things you have learned over the past four years in creating a plan
companies’ will actually use. I asked several of the marketing execs
for career advice and they all agreed with the same process: Go to
school, get those grades, do something that stands out, go to Canada's Next Top Ad Exec, shake some hands, and then you get the
job. And don't forget to smile- this part's important. I’d like to
thank the Executive Team at CNTAE for creating something as
special as this competition. My sincere thanks to the Office of the
Master, New College for sponsoring me and my advertising Professor Pallavi Sodhi, for giving me the tools and connections which
allowed me to appreciate this event.
By: Thomas Kakol
Next to the prize car: The York U SAS team at CNTAE Finals 2015
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